Interactive Session Plan ™

Coach

Date/Location 7/27/16- Lincoln North Star HS

Rob Herringer

Team/Age Group

Youth Team
Time available

Model Coerver® Training Session
Theme

60 minutes

NOTES

Click to insert session diagram

BALL MASTERY: "Coerver Wheel"
Change of Direction Moves (CODs): Beckenbauer (inside or outside of the foot chop), Half Zico, Zico,
Littbarski (stop, hop and go)
- Every player with a ball
- Players dribble at the orange cone, perform assigned COD move and dribble back to their line
- Players should dribble and perform the moves with both feet
Progression:
- Teams race against each other
Coaching Points (CPs): Dribble at cones at pace, keep ball close at all times, "sell" the move with
proper fakes and feints, accelerate/change of pace/"get away steps" after move.
SPEED: "1v1 Charlie's Game"
Space: approximately 20x30 yard grid
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-

Coach plays ball out and defender (red) runs behind attacker (blue) before trying to win the ball
Attacker must dribble the ball past the red marker before shooting on either goal
Defender wins the ball and also shoots at either goal. Defensive goals= 2 points.
Play for two minutes and teams switch roles
Play second round of games from other side of grid
Encourage use of COD moves

1v1-2v2: "Gate Game"
Space: 25x25-30x30 yard grid
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-

Coach plays ball out and one player from each team enters the grid
Players must dribble through the gate to "unlock" the goal before scoring
Players may score on either goal
Play two 3-4 minutes games. Teams switch sides after every game.

Progression:
- 2v2. Players must dribble or pass through the gates before scoring.

SMALL GROUP PLAY: "Get Dangerous"
Space: 30x30 yard grid or larger
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-

Coach calls number and that many players from each team enter the grid.
Players must get into dangerous positions to score
Players may score on any goal
Play for 3-4 minutes or to a number of goals as agreed upon by the players

Progression:
- Players may only score with a one-touch finish
SMALL-SIDED GAME (not shown): 5v5/6v6 to large goals with no restrictions
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